5 Hacks for Working Out in Hotel Rooms
by Lindsay Tigar

How to turn your hotel room into a makeshift gym
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As much wonder and beauty traveling adds to your life, being away from your home base
presents a laundry list of interruptions. While some are welcome — hello, poolside drinks! —
others may leave you feeling lackluster and lethargic. That’s why many frequent fliers try to
maintain some sort of fitness routine to keep their sanity and fill them with the energy to plug
through their responsibilities, both in work and in pleasure.
Since your gym equipment can be heavy (likely more than the weight allowance for your
checked bag), you need to get a little creative with your workouts. The good news is your hotel
room is a great place to work up a sweat if your lodging doesn’t offer another alternative. There

are also very few items — if any — you need to pack to do strength and cardio training while on
the go considering the only thing you actually need is the will to work out.
As the director of fitness and wellness at The Colony Palm Beach, Susan Harrison explains,
“The motivation, the moves, the will and determination — that’s all you need. Truly, our bodies
are capable of a lot more than any of us realize. And by simply getting out and moving, working
up a sweat, we are able to stay true to that fit lifestyle even when in literally the middle of
nowhere.”
Here, the no-brainer guide to staying fit in your hotel room.
Go back to basics
While sure, your beloved high-intensity interval-class instructor might dazzle you with
complicated moves and combinations, if you’re leading yourself through a 40-minute sweat
sesh, consider going back to the basics. After all, those tried-and-true old-school exercises have
been around forever for a reason: They’re simple and they’re effective.
Yoga instructor and personal trainer at the Carillon Miami Wellness Resort Ivana Levin says
using jumping jacks, squats, sit-ups and push-ups to warm up followed by a few strengthtraining moves is enough to benefit your heart and body. She suggests combining a plank on
your elbows or hands, plank variations (like those difficult army crawls), squat presses with a
large jug of water and some burpees is totally doable in the comfort of your hotel room.
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Travel with resistance bands
Traveling light is trendy these days thanks to the ever-growing backpacking and digital nomad
community, but if you carry on anything fitness-related, let it be resistance bands. As Shannon
Stringert, the director of spa, salon and fitness at The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas, explains,

these lightweight wonders can work every muscle group without taking up any space in your
suitcase.
“The versatility of the band allows you to train all major muscle groups. Use a phone timer to do
interval training, choosing between four to five exercises, 45-seconds on and 15-seconds to
recover. You can make your work and recovery time longer or shorter depending on your fitness
level,” she suggests.
Go for a 100-circuit
Especially if you’re traveling for work and bouncing between client meetings and happy-hour
schmoozing, you need a workout you can complete without much thought. Harrison says to
adopt the 100-circuit mind-set, which requires zero equipment or planning.
How does it work? After running to warm up, do 100 push-ups, 100 sit-ups or crunches, 100
bicycles and 100 squats. She says you can either do it all at once or break them into 10 sets of
10 to make it more manageable. Don’t like running? Instead, Harrison recommends adding
some cardio in between your segments, like high-knees, squat jumps, jumping jacks or
mountain climbers.
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Schedule the time
Who wants to hang out for hours in their hotel rooms when there is a beautiful city, countryside
or beach to explore? Setting realistic expectations for your on-the-go fitness routine will ensure
you don’t miss out on the experience of traveling because you’re worried about working out.
That’s why fitness instructor Debbie Cornelia at The Ritz-Carlton Reynolds says to supercharge
your creativity and be flexible with your workout.
One simple way to do this is by adding your 30-minute or one-hour fitness block to your
calendar, much like you would schedule an excursion or dinner.

“Incorporating exercise into your travel schedule is a great way to counteract the challenges of
traveling. By maintaining a routine, you may avoid any additional stress,” she says. “For a totalbody workout, create a circuit by performing a cardio, strength and core move, cycling through
until you have completed all moves. Always finish with a thorough stretch, not only to keep
muscles flexible, but to enjoy the relaxation and appreciation that your workout routine has not
been hindered being away from home.”
Get creative with surfaces
Who says you have to use the floor to work out? Or even a mat? Much like the customs and
cultures transform as you cross time zones, there are no set rules for working out in a hotel
room. As Monica Picard, a fitness instructor at Rancho La Puerta, explains, you can use
basically any surface to build that resting heart rate.
Here’s a bathroom-inspired one she recommends to clients: “Using the bathroom countertop,
begin in plank position. Using a wider hand stance, begin to lower the chest towards the counter
for push-ups. Moving to the tub, begin by sitting on the tub's edge with your hands [on the tub]
against your thighs [...] and remove your buttocks from the tub into a bridge position. You are
now ready to do dips for your tricep muscle,” she shares. “These two exercises can be
completed against the mattress or desk as well. I like the mirror in the bathroom to see my form
and success.”
Sure, it's great when your hotel has a fully equipped gym and pool, but because that's not
always a reality, these tips can come in handy the next time you need to fit in a sneaky workout
while on the road.

